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Meeting summary 

 

From the day of demonstarations, we have not improved our project for the purpose of 

implementation. On the otherside, we have scheduled our program for the second semester. We have 

nearly determined the milestones of the project and we have started to work for the product to be 

reachable and usable from everywhere by making the necessary jobs at the server that is supplied for 

us. For the next week, we are planning to finish all jobs that is at the server side to make XILENT 

reachable on the internet and also we will work on CVS related issues. 

 

Individual Reports 

 

Şevket Dokgöz 

 This week, I have setup jakarta tomcat on AGMLAB server (port no: 6600) and I have already 

setup openfire for port no 6610. My first job is to setup MYSQL at the server for the next week and 

rearrange the product for this purpose.  

 

Uğur Irmak 

This week past as a warm up to the project and I have dealed with setting up mysql on the 

server but I have encountered some error due to not being the root of the operating system. For the 

next week, I will edit our webpage and make our product usable for potential users. 

 

Mehmet Ali Özkeskin 

This I have worked on the schedule especially. With Mustafa Çöçelli, we have determined the 

milestones of the project and we are planning to integrate DWR into the sidebar and make it able to 



fetch the browser information of the user and direct the current user to selected user’s currently visiting 

webpage and chat with.  

 

Mustafa Çöçelli 

 This week I have modified our schedule for the second term and I have determined the second 

milestone of the project as the product will be including making friends, creating goups and rating the 

visited webpage. And for the remaining time  we will work on leaving note and tags.  

References 

No reference for this week. 


